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Report for MATTAGAMI LAKE MINES LIMITED covering MAGNETIC 
and ELECTROMAGNETIC surveys over their "P" CLAIM GROUP, 
Sturgeon Lake Area, Patricia Mining Division, Ontario.

LOCATION ANJ ACCESS;

This group of 27 contiguous claims numbered 211833, 211862, 
211863; 212644 to 212655; 221148 to 221156 and 221159 to 221161 inclusive 
are located around Hump Lake, 6 miles east of Abitibi Pulp and Paper 
Block No. 7, Sturgeon Lake Area. Access is via plane or winter road 
from the Mattagami Lake Mines orebody on Block 7.

PREVIOUS WORK:

The G.S.C. airborne magnetic map No. 1117 G clown at 1000* 
shows no magnetic features in the claim group area. The ODM geological 
map shov/s the claim group area as the nose of a major fold structure with 
the rock types consisting of felsic metavolcanics west of Hump Lake and 
mafic meta volcanics east of Hump Lake. The area was flown for 
Mattagami lake Mines by Questor in March 1969 with over 30 strong 
anomalies being detected on 13 flight lines. No record of previous 
exploration work is known i n this area.

EQUIPMENT USED;

Magnetic - A McPhar fluxgate magnetometer M-700 was used measuring 
the vertical component of the magnetic field directly in gammas. Accuracy 
of the instrument is   10 gammas. Normal procedures using base stations 
and applying drift corrections were carried out.
Electromagnetic - A Crone Shoot back JEM unit was used with a coil 
separation of 200' and a basic operating frequency of 1800 Hz, with reading: 
also being taken at 480 Hz in anomalous areas. The "resultant dip angle" 
in degrees is recorded using the mid point between the two operators. 

The Crone RADEM-VLF-EM unit was also used over the entire grid 
with both Dip Angle and Field Strength readings being taken. Transmitter 
station used was Seattle Washington at 16.6 KHz. Instrument brochure 
attached.



Report for MATT.vGAMI LAKE V.INES LIMITED covering M
and ELECTROMAGNETIC surveys over their "P" CLAIM GROUP,
Sturgeon Lake A.rea, Patricia Mining revision, Ontario,

LOCATION AND A C C i .'Sp';

This group of 27 contiguous claims, numbered 211833, 
211b63; 212&4* to 212655; 221146 to 22115.6 ana 2^1159 to ^21161 inclusive 
are located around r:ump i ake, 6 miles east of .'\bitibi Pulp and Paper 
Block No. 7, Sturgeon Lake Area. Access is via olane or winter road 
from the Vattagami Lakt Vine* orebody on ^lock 7.

PREVIOUS VGRK:

The G. S. C. airborne magnetic map No. 1117 G flown at 1000' 
shows no magnetic features in the claim ^roup -rea. The O DM geological 
map shows the claim group area as the nut*e of a major fold structure v/itn 
the rock types consisting of felsic met* volcanic s west of Hump lake and 
mafic meta volcanics east of J.ump lake. Yhe area was flown for 
Mattagami Luke Mines by C ue*tor in Kiarch 1969 witn over 30 strong 
anomalies being detected on 13 flight lue*. No record of previous 
exploration work is known Ln this area.

EQUIPMENT USED:

Magnetic- A McPhar fluxgate n it ̂ ne ton", e ter M-700 was used measuring 
the vertical component of the magnetic field directly In gammas. Accuracy 
of the instrument is t 10 yamrnas. Normal procedure* using base stations 
and applying drift corrections were curried out.
Electromagnetic. A Crone Shoot back JM N* unit waf ueed with a coil 
separation of 200' and a o^tic operating frequency of U'OC Hz, with readings 
also beiny taxen at 4LO ri^ in  nomaioub areas. The " resultant dip angle " 
in c.egrevs is recorded Uoing the ./.id point uetveen the tv/o operators.

The Crone i* A C 1.1..' - Vj j -I.'\. cuiit.way *.lso used over the entire grid 
with both Dip Angle and Field Strength readings being taken.Transmitter station 
used was Seattle Washington at ib. 6 KHz. Instrument brochure attached,
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LINECUTTING;

A baseline was established with an azimuth of 60 0 and a 400' 
line interval grid was cut over the claim group. Line cutting was 
under contract to Fred Corcoran, 116 Villeneuve Ave., Val D'Or, 
Quebec. Total mileage cut was 22.0 miles.

GEOPHYSICAL OPERATORS;

The field work was carried out by Mattagami Lake Mines 
crews under the party chief Robert Major, Box 190, Ignace, Ontario.

'INTERPRETATION;

The conductors have been numbered from "P-l" to 
"P-12"/

Conductor "P-l"

This conductor strikes across the northern edge of Hump lake 
for a distnace of some 5800'. The conductor varies in strength and 
width as a rule it is weakly magnetic in the order ot 200 gammas. 
Width of the conductor would average 100' although some of this width 
is probably composed of fracture filling type sulphides or banded 
conductors. A test hole has been spotted at 39 4- 00 N, Line 44 * 0 0 E 
drilling grid south at -45 0 for depth of 600'. This hole will intersect 
the conductor where it has prod d the strongest anomalies on both 
the RADEM-VLF and Corne JEM methods. The conductor at this point should 
have a width in the order of 140' and is non-magnetic.

Conductors "P-2" and "P-3"

Both these conductors flank "P-l" and are similar in their 
physica] characteristics. Testing of these conductors is dependent 
on the results obtained from the drill hole intersecting to "P-l" 
anomaly.

DUPLICATE COPY11100(1
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LINECUTTING:

A baseline was established with an azimuth of 60 and a 400' 
line interval grid was cut over the claim group. Line cutting was under 
contract to Fred Corcoran, 116 Villeneuve r.ve. , Val D'Or, Cuebec. 
Total mileage cut was 22. O miles.

GEOPHYSICAL OPEKATOP5:

The field work was carried out by Mattagami Lake Mines 
crews under the party chief Robert Major, Box 190, Ignace, Ontario.

INTERPRETATION:

The conductors have been numbered from " P-l" to 
"P-12".

Conductor "P-l"

This conductor strikes across the northern edge of Hump lake 
for a distance of some 5800'. The conductor varies in strength and 
width as a rule it is weakly magnetic in the order of 200 gammas. Width 
of the conductor would kverage 100' although some of this width is probably 
composed of fracture filling type sulphides or banded conductors. A test 
hole has been spotted at 39 ' 00 N, Line 44 f 00 E drilling grid south 
at -45 for a depth of 600'. This hole will intersect the conductor where 
it has produced the strongest anomalies on both the RADEM-VLF and 
Crone JEM methods. The conductor at this point should have a width 
in the order of 140' and is non-magnetic.

Conductors "P-2" and " ^-3"

Both these conductors flank " P-i" and are similar in their 
physical characteristics. Testing of these conductors is dependent on 
the results obtained from the drill hole intersecting the "I'-l" anomaly.
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Conductor "p-4"

This conductor flanks a strong magnetic high varying from 
2000 to 11,000 gammas. It is vertical, near surface, with width varying 
from a few feet up to perhaps 50' in places. Initial geological examination 
of outcrop in the area indicates the conductor as being caused by barren 
pyrite and pyrrhotite at the contact of a narrow peridotite band and volcanJ 
rocks.

Conductors P-5, P-6 f P-8 and P-ll all are similar to P-4 geophysically 
and it is expected that they are caused by the fcaroe or similar geological 
structure as anomaly P-4 . It would appear that a foult follows the northeast 
shore of Hump Lake causing a horizontal displacement of some 500' to 
800' and perhaps considerable folding in the vicinity of Hump Lake. 
Another fault may cut across the southwest corner of Hump Lake as there 
is a discontinuity in the gepphysica] results in this area.

Conductors P- 7 , P-9 and P-10 represent an area of approximately 1000' 
by 1000', located adjacent to the eastern coiner of Hump Lake. The area 
is highly conductive over large widths. These anomalies are the prime drill 
targets on the claim group and 3 drill holes are proposed to test the 
conductors .

LINE 52E, 33 + O ON (BL-2), GRID SOUTH, -45 0 TO DEPTH OF 700'
LINE 52E, 28 * OON (BL-2), GRID SOUTH -45 0 TO DEPTH OF 700'
LINE 48E, 24 4- OON (BL-2), GRID SOUTH -45 0 DEPTH OF 700'

An uncorrected 100' chainage error exists on Line 52E and it is 
recommended that the VLF-EM profile be repeated when spotting the drill 
holes.

Conductors P 10, P 11 and P 12 are extensions of conductors that will be 
tested on the claim group immediately to the west.

A broad area of poor conductivity exists below Hump Lake that could 
represent clay or an extensive zone of disseminated type mineralization. 
It is recommended that the proposed holes be drilled and a detailed 
geological mapping be carried out to assist in the decision as to further 
exploration.

Respectfully submitted,

J. DUNCAN CRONE B. A. , P. Eng., 
Geophysicist.
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Conductor

This conductor flanxs a strong magnetic high varying from 
ZOOO to 11,000 gammas . It is vertical, near surface, with widtn varying 
from a few feet up to perhaps SO 1 in places. Initial geological examination 
of outcrop in the f rea indicates the conductor ab being caused by barren 
pyrite and pyrrhotite at the contact of o narrow peridotite band and volcanic 
rocks.

Conductors 0--', '-6, 1 } -6, and f-U all are similar to P -4 geophysical^ 
and it is expected that they are caused by the 4; me or bimilar geological 
structure at Ononial) .'--t. It would appear tna* a fault follows the northeast 
shrire of Hump Lake causing 3 horizontal displacement of some 500' to 
300' and perhaps considerable folding in tne vicinity of Hump Lake. 
Another fault may cut fccross the southwest corner of Humo Lake ar tne r e 
is a discontinuity in the geophysical results in tras area.

Conductors P -7, ^*-9 and r'^10 represent an area of approximately iOOO' 
by 1000', located adjacent to the eastern corner of Hump Lake. The area 
is highly conductive over Urge widths. These anomalies are the prime drill 
targets on the claim group and 3 drill h cue s are proposed to test the 
conductors.

LINE 52 i:, 33 i 00 f- ( iiJi .-21, CMD S JU T l: , -4t O TO i^PTH O f 7 00'
LINE 52 E, 28fOO I. ( iiL-ii, GiUD tJOUTt: --i5 O TJ JLHTH OF 700'
LINE 4b zl, 24^00 ^ { bl.-ii. C,,;.D SlMJ'iV. --.& 0 T J- C-JL. P TH OF 700'

An uacorrecteu 100' cLainage error exist* on Line 5^ E and it is 
recommended ttifct this Vi V'-rlN) profile be repeated wnen spotting tne drill 
holes.

Conductors P 10, P li and ~" 1 2 are extensions of conductors that will be 
tested on the claim group immediately to the viest.

A broad area of poor conductivity exiots bclov/ Hump Laxe Uiat could 
represent clay or an extensive zone of diatemia.tfcd type mineralization. 
It is recommended Ui&t tne propo&ed holeb be cviiied and a detailed 
geological mapping be car/ied out to assist in ti.c decision as to further 
exploration.

Respectfully suc.r..itied,

 J/ DUNCAN CliW.'E H. A. , P. Lng. 
Geophynicist.
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